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Honorable Glenn T. Seaborg 
Chairman 
U.S. Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C.  

Dear Dr. Seaborg: 

The Joint Committee has received the attached 
letter from Miss Elizabeth R. Hogan, one of the 
.witnesses in the recent hearings on licensing and 
regulation of nuclear reactors. The Committee would 
appreciate receiving the Commission's comments on 
Miss Hogan's letter, particularly the questions she 
raises on page three.  

..In. addition please provide the Committee with 
a narrative summary of the attempts by The Conservation 
Center to intervene in the Indian Point No. 2 reactor 
licensing proceeding; the official position of the AEC's 

regulatory staff relative to these attempts; and the 
pertinent rulings of the Atomic Safety and Licensing 
Board and of the Commission.  

Thank you very much for your cooperation.

Attachment: 
Ltr Hogan to Conway 

9/22/67, w/attach.

8 11f200343 6712i-
PDR ADOCK 05000247 
U PDR

Sincerely yours,.  
/ /.; 

John T. Conway 
"Executive Director //.  

i"

RaCl ll-"I.Dir, of Pi

iD.- 1433
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V , Now York, Now York 

r. John T. Conway, Exec. Director 
Joint Committee on Atomic Lergy, 
Room AE-1, U.S. -Capitol bldg.  
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Mr. Conway:

•- C,',:i!l, Fn 

Vice Cb rmian 

Stout
10024 c. :er 

Sept197 

_.: rh , 

P-,cIH

It was indeed a pleasure to meet you, and a privilege to present my testimony before the Joint Committee. I was especially gratified by your suggestion that the Joint Committee 
review the Conservation Center's petition to intervene at Indian 
Point'd 2, and Rep..4olifield6 agreement to do so.  

In reviewing my copy of this petition I'd like to call the Committee's attention particularly to the following objections 
7 contained in this petition: 

#4 _quotes the Safety Evaluation as stating: (with regard to 
Criterion 1 (b): 

"Performance standards that will enable the facility to with
-.stand without loss of the capability to protect the public, the additional forces imposed by the most severe earthquakes, flooding conditions, winds, ice, and other natural phenomena anticipated at the proposed site." (Page 16, Safety Evaluation of lidian Point 2) 

The question then raised by the Conservation.Center was: 
What about unanticipated natural phenomena ...  

Since this petition was submitted, at least two tornado watches have been issued for the New York City area. Fortunately, these tornadoes did not materialize. The question as to potential damage 
a tornado might cause to a nuclear reactor-remains, however, and 
should be explored in the interest of public safety.  

z 9 quotes from Pages. 37-38 of the Safety Evaluation as follows: 
IAlso of concern are the potential adverse effects of fires originating in the control and safety system wiring and/or within the control room itself. In our opinion, a direct, analytical safety analysis relating to the possibility of reactivity excursions resulting from such fires is, in practice, impossible due to the random nature of fire damage and tne nearly infinite variety of possible. circuit faults (some 'unsafe', some 'safe') which could 

result.  
i' this connection, a literature search was conducted uith d the assistance of the computer facilities at the luclear Safety..  Information Center (NSIC) at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, to study the historical record of such excursions. NSIC has informed us that they were unable to find any records of incidents involving' reactor damage as a result of fire-induced excursions.
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The Safety Evaluation then continued: "Based on the fore
going considerations, we believe that Criterion 16 is satisfied." 

The Conservation Center petition questions: "How can the AEC 
or the public be satisfied, wheni potential adverse effects of 
fires are admitted to be "of concern", when a safety analysis of 
them is impossible, and when there are no records of incidents 
involving reactor damage as a result of fire-induced excursions, 
on which to base proper safeguardsl', 

.#18: The Conservation Center asked as its final question: 
"What system has been set up, and what system could suffice, to 
warn the public in the event of a major atomic plant accident at 
Indian Point iI? The "highly improbable" blackout was self-evident.  
but how would the evacuation of people in the surrounding area of 
Indian PoinD II be effected, if this proves necessary?" 

None of these questions were answered at the public hearings, 
(or, to my knowledge, elsewhere), because the Conservation Center 
was not granted the right to raise them.  

By citing these objections for special attention, I do not 
mean to suggest that the other objections raised in the Conservation 

... Center's petition have been satisfactorily -resolved.- I think the 
Joint Committee will find that many of them deserve greater study, 
especially since the Indian Point 2 reactor will be located so 
close to millions of citizens.  

To turn now from the Conservation Center's petition to the 
Initial Decision of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board, issued 
October 3, 1966, directing the Divi-sion of Reactor Licensing to* 
issue a provisional construction permit for Indian Point i 2.  

This Initial Decision notes (Pages 10, 11) that "...ACES 
has enumerated several items which they wish to review before 

-- the issuance of an unqualified approval for a- construction permit., 
• ' Specifically, their view is, in part, as follows; 

."The Indian Point 2 plant is provided with two safety 
injection systems for flooding the core with'borated water in the 
event of a pipe rupture in the primary system. The emergency core 
cooling systems are of particular importance, and the ACHS believes 

*. that an increase in the flow capacity of these systems is needed; 
improvements of other characteristics such as pump discharge pressure 

* may be appropriate. The forces imposed on various structural members 
within the pressure vessel during blowdown in a loss-of-coolant 
accident should be reviewed to assure adequate design conservatism..  
The Committee believes that these matters can be resolved during 
construction of these facilities. However, it believes that the • 
AEC Regulatory Staff and the Committee should review the final 
design of the emergency core cooling systems and the pertinent 
structural members within the pressure vessel, prior to irrevocable 
commitments relative to construction of these items."
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This Initial Decision also notes, (Page 12); 

"These requests by ACES ... reflect a concern not heretofore 

expressed in ACES reports." 

The comaents by the Atomic Safety and Licensing Board on 

Page 13 of this Initial Decision are not reassuring, however, 

that the information requested by the ACES will be provided at 

the time it has been requested, notably, in the ACES' own words; 

prior to irrevocable commnitments relative to construction of 

these items.  

The questions which occur to me are: 

(1) hen will the final design of the emergency core cooling system 

and the pertinent structural members within the pressure vessel 

be available for AEC, (and ACES), review? 

(2) Is Con-Edison absolutely obliged to submit these for review 

by the ACRS, "prior" to committments for their construction?, 

I raise these questions because the comment of the atomic 
Safety and Licensing Board on Page 13 of its Initial Decision 
states that: "...as a matter of practice, applicants for licenses.  

to construct and operate nuclear facilities do keep the ACES, as 

well as the Staff, informed respecting progress in design and 

technology for a facility even after the issuance of a construction 

permit. It is reasonable to conclude that the same informational 

procedures will remain in 
effect." 

A final question is: Even though the Atomic Safety and Lic ensing 

Board indicates on Page 14 of its Initial Decision: "...there appears 

no doubt that the Coimission will accede to this ACRS request." 

is there any real commitment on the part of the ABC to do so? 

In reviewing the transcript of my oral.testimony before the

Joint Committee, I was sorry to find that my answer to Rep. Hosmer's 

question: "Can you point to any instances in this 21-year history 
where the AEC has given any evidence whatsoever that it would be 
under any condition pressured to neglect the safety of the public?" 

was inadequate.  

At the moment the question was askd I did not think quickly 
enough, but I might have mentioned that the references made in 
footnote $ of my supplementary material included the fact that the 
AEC had overruled the ACRS in granting a construction license for 
the Enrico Fermi plant. This action might have been cited in 
response to Congressman Hosmer's question, had I thought quickly 
enougho 

Again, after careful study, I can think of no other way to 

interpret the examples given by Milton Shaw to inadequate workmanship 

and inspection in connection with AEC reactors, than the one which 

I gave in my testimony.

L
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In closing, I've found the pages of "The Technology of 
Nuclcar -Reactor Safety", Volul'e 1, edited by T. J. Thompson and 
J. G. beckerley (copyright 1964 by M.I.T.), enclosed with this 
letter, helpful.  

The Joint Committee may find them equally so, in considering 
the safety problems related to Indian Poinit nuclear plant # 2.  

don't know whether this letter and the enclosed material 
can be included in the record or not. if it can, it would be 
helpful in further explaining the concerns I expressed in appearing 
before the Joint Comnittee.  

With thanks for your courtesy and attention, and again, for 
the privilege of appearing before the Committee, 

Sincerely, 

Elizabeth R. Hogan 

Enc: Pages 5, 6, 681, 682, 699, 701 "The Technology of Nuclear 
Reactor Safety" volume 1, edited by T. J. Thompson and 
J. G. Beckerley, copyright 1964 by M.I.T.  

v2 page guide to significant data in AEC Authorizing Legislation
Fiscal Year 1968, Part 2.
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procedures is not considered within the scope of 

this project.  

3 CREDIBILITY OF INDEPENDENT UNRELATED 

FALUR'ES 

A reactor facility should be designed so that the 
failure of any single compionent will not immediately 

cause the failure of other components-that is, an 

arrangement like a "h6use of cards" should be 

avoided. For instance, if only a single electrical 

power source is available, its failure could cause 

loss of flow, loss of instrumentation power, loss 

of communications, etc. Clearly, all such failures

must be designed against andpreventedat allcosts.  

But what about independent or unrelated fail

ures? Is it possible to experience accidents due to 

two or more indpendent events? Obviously, the 

probability of essentially simultaneous failures of 

two or more unrelated components is extremely 

small (see Sec. 1.4.3 of the chapter on Sensing and 

Control LIstrumentation). tiowvevr. the aty 

of two or more Independent failures durin any ap

, .1 pr-ec ialIe al0 -t time (i.e., seconds or longer) 

is not negligiumc.  
-Te tr of independent failures during a 

period of time deemed credible is a subject of con

* troversy. Although everyone agrees that one failure 

can occur and can cause an accident, thecredibility 

of two or more independent (and undetected) failures 

- ccurring in such a way and during sucha time in

terval as to cause an accident has been debated.  

Some think it incredible that more than two such 

independent failures can occur. Others draw the line 

at a higher number.  

A review of reactor accidents to date ascarried 

out in the chapter on Accidents and Destructive 

Tes:tslearly that ofn three or 

moic--epefldet causes for a reac cident may 

exist.In our opinote basic causes are in

vve~gd-Ffalmost every reactor accident to date.  

First, there is usually a design flaw.-a bidder.  

booby trap-which exists in the original reactor 

design and plays an important role in the subse

quent accident. Elimination of design flaws is a 

* most important function of a design team and of 

the safety review group. For example, tht design 

of the SL-1 reactor require" that each contra rod 

be lifted by hand in order to at, ach -i to th , upper 

mechanism. At the s. ime, the design per

mitted sufficient reactivity control in a single rod 

so that the reactor could be made critical by with

drawal of this single rod.  

Second, almost every accident involves a super

visor or human error of some sort. In the case of 

the SL-1 accident, the evidence is almost conclu

sive that the operators involved withdrew the cen

tral control rod far beyond the point called for by 

their orders. During the accident at Windscale, 

ths supervisor, without aid of a properly annotated 

manual, made a command decision to reheat the 

reactor core, and this reheating basically was the 
I.HI:1.0'1,, h III" t-,tor fl', 

,T third In'iokl~duu'I whhh II tiblially Ii.%14Iv 

Is somo instrumentation problem. Included in the 

instrumentation problem is also lack of Instru

mentation. In both the SL-1 accident (no instru

mentation operating except for one floor monitor)

THE TEC 24OLOGY OF qUCLhAkH REACTOR SAFt TU, Volume 1, 
-dited by T. J. Thompson, and J. G. eckerley, copyright 

by svi. I.T.  

,. - , '
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ani-In the Windscalc accident, instrumentation 
played an important role.  

Thus. at least three causes exist In most acci
dcn ~crincted to date . "n-Som- cass mo 

than.three ca scs have becn involved and, in fact, 

in such a way that the elimination-6f a--n.-Y- -n-o-n-f 

several causes would have changed the course of 

the accident materially or would have preventcd it.  

It is clear that the credibility of a number of 

iendcnt failur9
' - , l - be taken serious. Any

one who has read the story of the acci ent to the 

ship Andrea Doria or accounts of many other ac

cidents will recognizc that this is not a problem 

unique to nuclear reactors.  
It must be emphasized that more than one fail

ure can Take p]acF-e s Iy-llth--__ame time if A 
the.ja -res ____-_-nt-- anTd-eeendcnce may 

bec veys ubte irfieto r Tdsigners and op
erators should beware 0" the label "1ndpendcnt." 

A structure as complex as a ractof -dti wn 

as many phenomena is likely to have relatively few 

-.completely independent components. DesIgners and 

operators must be continually alert to uncover re

lationships between potential or real malfunctions, 

and they must include considerationof reactorper

-formance as a function of its life, since such an 

effect as misalignment or weakening due to wear 

(or corrosion or radiation distortion) can become.  

an unrecognized common cause of a dangerous se

quence of events.  
In reactor facilities one of the chief booby 

traps exists because there are so many safeties 

Involved. Some accidents have occurred because 

-a relaxed or sloppy crew unknowingly has suc

cessively allowed various intei'locks and safety 

measures to be breached one at a time; the logic 

of the operators always is that there are several 

and, therefore, the breaching of one is not im

portant.' Indeed, the results may be totally incon

sequential until that time when the last in a long 

series is breached, and then the results may be 

very serious. This is one of the prime reasons 

why maintenance must ensure that all safety de

vices are operational at all times.* 

4 NUCLEAR REACTOR SAFETY AND SAFETY IN 

OTHER INDUSTRIES 

Except for the nuclear fission chain reaction 

and the associated nuclear radiations, the physical 

phenomena involved in reactor safety do not differ 

in any essential way from those normally associated 

with industrial plants. Industrial plants have haz

ards involving high pressures, high temperatures, 

potential chemical energy releases, corrosive and 

poisonous chemicals, fast moving mechanical parts, 

and so on.  
Many industrial plants and storage and shipping 

facilities can, and sometimes do, experience energy 

releases far greater than even the worst ones which 

have been postulated as credible for nuclear reac

tors. Even the largest energy releases that have 

beei estiinted ro' hypIothetiesl nuclenr reactor 

iskLoailitSt ( hI ll 110iIdi~dv0 Io 11, wall h"y41 ihel 1 

*We exch,, 'v the built-in spare component from 

this discussir,
I

As r 

ic IkabL_%Ty 

dWI'Acc 

RUF
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realm of credibility) are relatively small compared 
to energy releases possible In certain industrial 
operations.  

Bccauso a nuclear fission chain reaction Is the 
energy source, the reactor power level can increase 
under some conditions with extreme rapidity. Sev
eral chapters In these volumes are concerned with 
the kinetics of the chain reaction. As these chapters 
point out, there are ways to design a reactor so 
that the chain reaction is self-lImiting. Even though 
basically complex, the chain reaction is controllable 
and proper reactor dcsign can greatly reduce or 
eliminate the potential hazarda associated with ox
cessive energy generation In a "nuclear run-away." 

r--.,--he presence of nuclear radiations in rcactors
complicates the measures required to ensure safety.  
Remote operationof some components is necessary; 
this often involves mechanical complexity and a 

* strong dependence on instrumentation. Means for 
* maintaining those parts of the reactor that are, or 

may become, radioactive must be anticipated inthe 
reactor design. Because a nuclear radiation field 
may preclude replacement of components, rugged
ness and reliability are very important.  

In spite of these considerations, for the most part 
the safety problems of nuclear reactor facilities 
differ only in degree from those of other industrial 
plants. The safe handling of radioactive materials 
requires the same kind of techniques and precautions 
as observed In handling dangerous chemicals or 
toxic biological substances. The design, construc
tion, and operation of nuclear reactors require great.  
care at all stages just as similar activities In other 
complex iand potentially hazardous industries.  

5 EFFECT OF ECONOMIC FACTORS ONSAFETY 

- As nuclear reactors develop into commercial 
sources of power, it has become evident that com
petition with fossil fuel plants is very keen indeed.  
In some geographic areas nuclear plants are now 
economically competitive with conventional plants.  

.'This has resulted in pressures on nuclear plant de
signers, constructors, and operators to reduce 
capital costs, to increase core life, to increase 
performance, to increase core size, and to reduce 
distances from metropolitan areas.  
* It is argued that the larger the plant the lower 

'will be the capital costs per kilowatt of generated 
power. Experience to date Indicates this. * There Is 
therefore a substantial incentive to increase as 
rapidly as possible the size of plants and to extra

" polate existing experience to much larger plants.  
ThIs, of course, Involves serious safety problems 
t hat are not easily answered. In particular, in

- creasing the size of components, such as the reactor 

*For instance, the Yankee Atomic Electric Plant, 
operating at - 150 megawatts electrical, was I)uilt 
ror nyro+xintt,ty frmrty nml,m ti, olitrit.,11 im Ci, 

nectlout Yanko Plant. oloratilg at tpproximatuly 
three times this power level will only cost about 
twice as much. Experience Is similar with boiling 
water reactors, such as those being built at Oyster 
Creek (New Jersey) and at Nine Mile Point (Oswego, 
New York).

T. J. THOMPSON, J. G. BECKERLEY

vessel, valves, turbines, and so on, requires extra
polation of existing techniques and, consequently, 
some uncertaintics result. Reactor physics maybe 
somewhat different In larger, more loonely coupled 
cores with many moro critical masses.  

"In anefbrt t-- Te- costs, in par
ticular those of transmission of electrical energyl; 
considerable pressure has been exerted to move 
reactors closer to centers of use. The costs ot 
rural transmission lines themselves range between.  

$50,000 and $150,000 per mile, exclusive of rigit 
of way. Near urban centers where large quantities 
of electrical power are needed, the right of way. is 
even more expensive and, In fact, in metropolitan 
areas, high voltage cables must be located under
ground. Such procedures arevery expensive Indeed 
and rapidly raise the costs of electricity.L.it is 
therefore clear that there are economic incentives 
to move reactors towards major centers of elec
trical energy consumption.D 

By increasing the performance of a given core, 
It is possible to improve the economics consider
ably. Almost every power reactor to date has been 
able to safely exceed its original design values and 
its power has been gradually raised. Increased 
core performance can be achieved by flattening the 
neutron flux distribution and thereby reducing the 
hot-channel factors. (The considerations Involved 
in improving core performance are .scussed in 
the chapter on The Reactor Core.)l'ressuresto 

.Increase core performance tend to force reactor 
designers to move closer to burnout conditions and 
to operate on narr _cr margins of safety as far as 
fuel is concerned ..Thus , the burnout correlation 
and the validity ot these correlations become very 
Important indeed; the chapter on Heat Transfer 
emphasizes these aspects. As the flux is flattened, 
a larger and larger percentage of the core Is being 
driven at or near the limiting thermal conditions.  
Thus, if there Is a transient, fuel melting is likely 
to be more widespread than It wouldbe In a reacto 
with a less flat flux.  

As the safety margins are narrowed, it may b0 
necessary to devise lmprovedin-core instrumenta
tion or to develop new means of burnout indication.  
To date efforts in this area have been limited; 
clearly, as performance has increased, such efforts 
b.p me more and more necessary.  
I---Another means of prolonging core lifo is by in
creasing the available reactivity. Since the total 
shutdown reactivity available in control rods in a 
power reactor is limited, It is necessary to limit 
the excess reactivity in such a way that the control 
rods can shut down the reactor in any conceivable 
situation. The only flexibility left is that which 
exists In core burnup or shutdown margin. Thus, 
the pressures to reduce the shutdown margin have 
been very great and In some cases the shutdown 
margin is now as low as 0.5% or less. This means 
that measurements of reactivity, reactivity effects, 
control rod worths, core lifetime effects, and so 
li, nli/it hotk indo iiloh mlmwon ntrofniily t1111 fo ,

moly. At the muont, th atit of tit art In this 
area Is not as good as It should b.,_J 

It should be noted that the Incentlvos toprolong 
core life have also led to the design of new typos 
of reactors which can be continuously fueledor re-, 
fueled during operation on a partial basis.. For

'12i
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ACCIDENTS AND DESTRUCTIVE TESTS §3 

and maintenanc e are followed, most
- of the problems 

of a disassembly after an accident will be min

Lmized.* 
(2) General Electric recommends high stand

ards of cleanliness and good houcekeeplng as 
they had great difficulty with decontaminating 

and sorting out the equipment that was need
lessly present.  

(3) An emergency or alternative access to all 

areas should be provided.  
(4) in areas where a high radiation operation 

could conceivably be carried out the crane should 

have all motions electrically powered and should 

have provisions for quick hookup of a remote or 

semiremOte operating cable.  
(5) Noninflammablo building insulation should 

be used. The use of water cooling rather than 

oil cooling would also reduce the fire hazard.  

Emergency Plans 

(1) This accident again points out the need 

for clear emergency plans and adequate supplies.  
Th~e first access was limited partially because no 

one other than the three operators knew what 

th3 situation was and no records from instru

mentation existed and very few notes existed in 

the log. No radiation detectors with sufficient 

rage were available at the site and no emergency 

skoplies of health physics equipment.  

"Each reactor should cotablish one or more 

emergency depots remote from-the reactor and 

clearv accessibe. Ech should have high lcv& 

ra~dia-ti-ndeector inoeative orccr, Se 
contained breathing units, respirators, special 

lothing, P-todate dfings as might be re

quired in emergencies, and procedures frop

erations which might be necessary.  
i(2) The lack of an adequate written set of 

operating instructions and procedures seems to 

have played some part in the entire situation.  

Evidently, those available during the original 

startup and opcration were deemed inadequate by 

the Office of Army Reactors, and more adequate 

ones were nevcr prepared during the ensuing 

operations. It is'clear that an adeuate and up-to

date, set of operating instructions, a set of stand

ard orocdures, and a set of check lists is vital 

to the safe and reliable operation of any device 

as complicated as a reactor.  

General Concluding Note 

As has been pointed out in the introductory 

chapter, most accidents involve design errors, 
instrumentation errors, and operator or super

visor errors. The SL-1 accident is an object 

lesson in all of these. aneje has been much 

.. It is interesting to note hmv strongly the 

General Elctri fulr r . nl-; th , -ui".inLr, 

They were the ones who bore tho brunt of the 

01eanup difficulties and it has clearly influenced 

their point of view. For instance, they had to 

remove and bury 15,000 ft 3 (420 m3 ) of gravel 

used as vessel shielding and contaminated during 

the accident.

5

discusSiOn of this accident, its causes, and its 
lessons, but _attention has been paid to the 

hum fi asects of its _ causes _T ae d -- tend-ficY 
to look only at what happened and to point out 

defiicencies in the system without understanding 

why they happen. why certain decisions wcrc made 

as they were, Post-accident reviews should con

sider the situation and the pressures on per

sonnel which cxisted before the accident. This 

section is presented to pointout some of the factors 

which were Involved in the decisions which were 

mado.It is hoped that others may take another 

path wh n they are faced with the same dccisions 

and the same pressures. ) 

The design and operations attitude which per

meated the project from its inception appears to 

have been more or less a direct result of the 

objectives set for the reactor, cou.pled with a 

-limited budget, a tight time sc.jedule. anao7.6f

stnl ~-n ~~ sts-ofpronl The reactor 

was intended as "a prototype for the purposes 

of testing the operation and serving as a training 

center." [54] The requirements eventually de

veloped called for 200 kw of electrical power with 

some expansion capacity and 400 kw of space 

heat. Because of the remote location and dif

ficulties of refueling, it was desired that the core 

life be several years, and 3 years' equivalent 

was finally fixed upon as the goal. It was nec

essary that the reactor be capable of being op

erated by military personnel.  

The original plan was to use nondevelopmental 

materials and fuel designs, but the long core life 

chos cn and higher temperatures dictated the choice 

of X-8001 and a burnable poison. Pressures of 

schedule and developmental dpffIcultesp nvented 

putting the irectly inthefuelelementplates, 

and instead, side plates of partially clad boron

aluminum were chosen as being acceptableand pro

vding more flexibility in selecting the final op

erating loading. (It must be remembered that 

nuclear calculations are often not too accurate 

on a new reactor concept. In fact, even rigidly 

specified duplicate cores on the same reactor may 

vary as much as 0.01 Ak in reactivity.) The flex

ibility was indeed used as discussed in reference 

[55]. No doubt the choice of the number and type 

of control rods was based on simplicity and rugged

ness. The design clearly realized that theroewere 

some reactivity problems connectedwith the central 

rod. This rod had a much longer follower whose 

length appears to have been chosen to prevent a 

serious transient in the event the rod fell through 

the core and out the bottom. While the point 

cannot be easily checked and thus it is pure con

jecture, it is possible that means were considered 

to make thenssembY iFfsase blyj and 

rejectel on the basis of extra cost or,.more 

likely, time schedule. The immediacy of a schedule 

delay or increased costs often outweighs thethreat 

of a vague and improbable possibility. Other 

flOPI , 01l'1A WOVO pre-ent and hnve been moi

tionetin tI e tdiiC sOti uoi . N14I)t lif thio-Lss eotii to 

point to ohoices dictated by the design objectives 

or made on the basis of cost and schedule lim

itations.  
Once the design choices had been made, 

and the -reactor built and tested, other factors

5 e * 'J 681
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no doubt began to play a part. The initial tests 
seemed quite successful, giving everyone con
siderable confidence in the reactor. The design 
and startup groups, having completed their principal 
tasks, moved on to other work, someftin.e.no..  
finding time to _repare adequate reoprts and opera~n In-rucions. . .....  

0n relatively short notice, a new contractor 
took over responsibility for the plant. The transfer 
of responsibility for devices as complicated and 
individual as prototype reactors remains a dtf
ficult procedure at any stage, fron initial design 
through to operation. It should only be done in 
cases of absolute necessity. Then it should be 
carried out over an extended period and in such a 
way that it is absolutely certain that all pertinent 
kmowledge has also been transferred. It does not 
appear to this author that three months Is an 
adequate period. Then too, the size of the staff 
which now took the responsibility appears to have 
been very small to carry out the many. tasks as-.  
signed including becoming familiar with the re

.actor. preparing -adequate operating instructions, 
training military personnel, andplanning and super
vising tests. Whether this'was a budgetary choice 
or not is not known.  

It should also be pointed out that the lines of 
res s-i-bility for this particular project were 
especially cofs~.M aio f s 
re--sTT-f-MtheXCthat the reactor be built.  
The design, test, and initial operation was tho 
.responsibility of the Argonne National Laboratory.  
Pioneer Service and Engineering Company was the 
architect-engineer, and the Fegles Construction 
Company carried out the construction. The over
all coordination and direction was thbe responsi-.  
bility of the Programs Division of theAEC Chicago 
Operations Office. Later, the operation and in 
particular the Combustion Engineering part of the 
operation fell under the jurisdiction of the Idaho 
Operations Office of the AEC. The Division of 
Reactor Development of the AEC and its Army 
Reactors Office exercised over-all program re
* sponsibtlity. The AEC Idaho Operations Office and' 
its Military Reactors Division, as well as the 
Army Reactors Office in Washington, participated 
LA decisions regarding the amount of supervision 
to be used at the reactor. In testifying before 
the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy of Congress, 
C.-A.. Nelson, Chairman of the General Manager's 
Board of Investigation said, "The complexity of 
the chain of command for the SL-1 may explain, 
in part, the lack of effectiveness of the existing 
organizationin communicating with higher levels 
of supervision regarding these substandard con
dit:ons." n the Tme hearing- Commissioner -- E.  
V__2i.-The lines of responsibility within 
"a AEC for health and safety, from the General 
Manager down to the operators of the reactors, 
were not clear and definite in several respects 
as they should have been, nor were the levels 
at which certain safety and operating decisions 
should be made spelled out." 

W h l e -there---re--t--p -wl-a- east 
in principle, had some safety responsibility for 
varying periods of the reactor's life, no one or 
no single group exercised any continuous directi 

.responsibility over all phases of its life. In fact,

AY T.J. THOMPSON

it would RpPear that there was no one who was 
t o1-1 a e izant-of-thiff-t 6n---id--the-same 
time had the authority, responsibili t 
edge -necessa,'r.to apprecate the problem and take 
dec a ye action. It is clear, and many people have 
later. said so, that the reactor should have been 
shut down pending resolution of the boron dif
ficulties and the general deterioration of the control 
rod operation. In fact, no one did so or even 
brought the malfunctions to the attention of any 
responsible safety group. In the climate that ex
isted before the accident, it is likely that if one 
man had decided that the reactor should be shut 
down for safety reasons, he would have been 
ridiculed and would almost certainly have had an 

.unfriendly response, since he would have had to 
say some rather harsh things to accomplish his 
.purpose.  

The type of organization selected and its func:
tioning has a fundamental role to play in reactor 
safety. The situation can be helped if four basic 
rules are adhered to -as closely as possibl
- (1) Insofar as possible, design, construction, 

and operation should all be the responsibility of 
one organization in order to ensure continuity 

- and continued responsible judgmentofthe situationi 
(2) The organizational responsibilities in re

gard to safety and all facets of operation should 
be clearly and unambiguously laid out. A line 
organization should be used, not a committee.  

(3) Safety reviews should be made by a com
petent group outside of the operating organizatioh 
on a regular basis. The safety organization should 
be such that these reviews are not repeated by 
competing safety groups so as to unduly harasi 
the operating group and thereby reduce safety.  

(4) The ultimate responsibility for reactor 
safety should rest and must always be allowed to 
rest on the Immediate supervisory organization 
at the reactor, In the final analysis, the reactor 
shift supervisor and, in turn, the operator at the 
reactor console should have the authority to shut 
down the reactor if either believes it to be unsafe.  

3.12 The. SPERT-I Destructive Series [64-69] 

General. During the summer and fall of 1962/ 
a series of self-limiting power excursion tests' 
were carried ou4 at SPERT-I utilizing an 0.020 
in. (0.51 mm) thick U-Al alloy plate-type element 
clad with 0.020 in, of aluminum. There were 25 
elements in a 5 X 5 array in the core. There were 
one central transient rod and four other safety 
rods, each located in a separate quadrant. The 
double plate-type control rods operated in slots in 
special fuel elements. The water gaps between 
plates in the core were 0.179 in. (4.55 mm).  
This facility and core and the SPERT tests as a 
whole followed a logical development from BORAX
I tests described in Sec. 3.4.  
• A series of 54 tests were carried out using 
5 core loadings, some of the Inter onus made 
up In part from undamaged fuel plates salvaged 
from earlier ones. The results for Cores II to 
V are summarized in Table 3-10 [651. The tests 
showed plate buckling at periods of the order of 
6 to 9 msec and a ripple pattern which would 
have led to heat transfer difficulties if the ele-
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Table 6-1.  

Causes of Accidents

Cnupe I
1. Personncl working in critical area 

(nil fatalities) 

* 2.' Personnel working with non-safe 
fluid geometry 

• 3. Loss of coolanta 

4. Less of flow 

5. Scram of control rods or control 
method causes accident 

6. Reactivity inserted too fast 
sourece and startup 

7. Positive feedback effects. an 
important factor 

8. Instruments caused accident 

s '9. lnstruments off 

10. Power decrease indicated, control 
rods withdriwn 

11. Flat slab geometries or two units 
approaching 

12. Experiment not well planned, 
parts performed unexpectedly 

13. Mis-catimates of effects of 
reactivity 

14. Control rods withdrawn manually 
- or by abnormal means

4-
Location (Date) Facility or Experiment

LASL (21 Aug. '45, 21 May '46) P0 sphere; Vinca, Yugoslavia (15 Oct. '58) D20 critical; 
LASL (30 Dec. '58) Pu soln.; NIaTS (3 Jan. '61) SL,-1; UNC (24 July '64) U sol.  

ORNL (16 Nov. '58) 55-gal. drum; LASL (30'Dec. '58) Pu aolo.; NRTS (16 Oct. '59, 
25 Jan. '61) fuel reprocess; lianford (7 April '62) Pu soln; UNC (24 July '64) U solo.  

Canada (12 Dec. '52) NRX; Hanford (4 Jan. '55) KW Reactor; Canada (July-Aug. '55) 
NRX; Canada (23 May '58) NRU; Santa Susana, California (13 July '59) SRE; Waltz 
Mill, Pa. (3 April '60) WTR 

ORNL (19,18) X- 10; NIITS (June '54) MTR; Hanford (4 Jan. '55) KW Reactor; Seley, 
France (26 Nov. '57) FL-2; Soclay, France (13 April '50) EL-3; Socloy. France (12 Feb.  
'59) EL-2; NATS (12 Dee. '61) ETR; NuTS (13 Nov. '62) MTR 

LASL (1 Feb. '51) critical; ORNL (1 Feb. '56) critical; LASL (3 July '56) Honeycomb; 
Vinca, Yugoslavia (15 Oct. '58) D20 critical 

lanford (16 Nov. '51) critical Pua soa.; LASL (3 Feb. '54) Godiva; *Hanford (3 Oct. '54) 
production; lanford (6 Jan. '55) production; LASL (3 July '56) Honeycomb 

Canada (12 Dec. '52) NRX; lianford (4 Oct. '54, 4Jan. '55) production; Canada (July, Aug. '55) 
NIlX; NRTS (29 Nov. '55) EB3R-1; United Kingdom (9 Oct. '57) Windscale No. 1; Santa 
Susana, Calif. (13 July '59) SRE 

NRTS (18 Nov. '58) HITRE-3 

LASL (Dec. '49) Water Boiler; Vines, Yugoslavia (15 Oct. '58) D20 critical; Saclay, 
France (15 March '60) Aliz6; NRTS (3 Jan. '61) SL-I 

Hanford (3 Oct. '54) production; NRTS (18 Nov. '58) iITRE-3; Waltz Mill, Pa. (3 April 
'60) WTIi 

LASL (21 May '46) Pu hemispheres; LASL (1 Feb. '51) crit. cylinders; LASL (3 Feb.  
'54) Godiva; ORNL (1 Feb. '56) U

2 35
O2F2 soln.; LASL (3 July '56) Honeycomb; LASL 

(30 Dec. '58) Pu sain.; ORNL (10 Nov. '61) critical 

LASL (4 June '45) hand-stacked crit.; LASL (18 April '52) Jemima; ORNL (26 May '54) 
homog. erit.; NRTS (29 Nov. 55) EBR-1; LASL(12 Feb. '57) Godiva; UCRL (26 March 
'63) Kukla 

LASL (11 Feb. '45) Dragon; LASL (18 April '52) Jemima; NRTS (22 July '54) BORAX-l; 
NRTS (29 Nov. '55) EBR-1; NRTS (5 Nov. '62) SPERT-1 

LASL (Dee. '49) Water Boiler; ANL (2 June '52) ZPR-1; Canada (12 Dec. '52) NRX; 
NRTS (3 Jan '61) SL:- ._

a In NRX and 'TR incidents, boiling caused loss of coolant and fuel melting. The SRE incident could alsao be categorized as a lose of 
flow accident.  

primary cooling system unless subsequent over- of its useful life and was no longer believed 
pressure raptures it. be a competitive research tool. It was dismantl 

In most reactors the accidents withthe greatest and replaced by another higher flux resear 
potential for serious effects are those Involving reactor-the OWR. These nine cases of core d 
reactivity changes. This type of accident can struction all represent economic accidents of 

-occur while fission heat is already being generated serious nature involving radioactivity cleanup. dot 
in the fuel, or such heat may be generated because time, and rebuilding.  
of the reactivity accident. This type of accident To date no accident has seriously involved t 
has the potential of utilizing all the forms of health and safety of the general public. TI 
available energy to assist in dispersing the fission accident which came closest to doing this was t 
product burden of the core through the various Windscale accident, which contaminated an ar 
containment barriers. Accidents involving re- of about 200 square miles (52,000 hectares)arou 
activity changes do not have the a van g g o- the reactor with a temporary low concentrati 
bein,' r ential" in cnaracter. of radioactive fall-out affecting the local ml 

To date nine cores have been dc--royed or se- supply. It cannot be said to have affected serious 
rlou~ly dnrnaged. Of theso only two (HOIlAX-I and the health and snrety of the general public.  NVEFIV'I'=I 1 Il l lol To'ol ) o,11n he nlah i nvohot " (1 10'.n I lt h IIwo I V I vh,I" IIt at iI I' V t'oll lh ol itrI 

dentroyed on plurpona art a part ofa tutit. 'lirloo re- viuwpoint critical asambly and power reactor at 
actors have been put out of action by accidents and cidents have many similarities. Therefore, whi 
never revived. Two of these, Windscale No. 1 and recognizing that there are important difference 
the SL-1, were deemed beyond reasonable repair, both of these types will be considered together 
The third, Clementine, had really reached the end order to provide a larger number of accide
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'January 3, 1961, after a 10-day holiday shutdown.  
Enough others can be cited to indicate that judg
ment and alertness may be affected adversely 
on late shifts or on shifts where morale is likely 
to be low or where attention is wandering because 
of holidays or ether reasons.  .7 To date no serious accident has happened to 

any reactor which was operating at its normal 
operating conditions at Its rated power. Almost 
nif all accidents h-W-c {}pi during startup or under 

ik for the large number of accidents just afterl special test condlt~ons, In part, this may account 

holidays, since many reactors restart at such timesr 

6.2 Conclusions and RecommendatIons ISeo also 
those at the end of subsections on specific 
accidents.)* 

(1) The single central goal of reactor safety 
Is to prevent the release of fission products to 
.the environment..  

(2) Every reactor designer should strive to 
.1 create a reactor system which is safe in spite 

of human errors, malice, or ingenuity. This im

-plies that the system be designed as nearly fall 
safe as possible and that the core itself contain 
adequate Inherent shutdown mechanisms such as 
voids, Doppler effect etc.  

(3) All materials and components selected for 
use in reactor systems should have adequate 

* safety margins on such parameters as tensile 
strength at operating temperatures, corrosion 
rates, compatibility, etc. No material use€.d_in 
any a.Irt important to the saf-y--df the system" 
should___Fused-withbJi"ior oirc-6rficrrent and 

adequate testing progran .- ncases- where such 
envirionmentFlLgst not deemed necessary, 
inspections at intervals frequent enough to ensure 
the integrity of the part should be carried out 

as a minimum. Quality control of-all key-.Qom
ponents should be rigidly enforce_during all 
stage-of -design-selection,.and _const ruction.  

Steps is e --- taki.en- to be sure that the plant is 
built as designed and that all components continue 
to perform in accordance with thedcsign objectives 
and specifications.  

(4) Great care should be taken to utilize ma
,3eriais and fluids which are compatible from the 
hhemical, corrosion, and structural viewpoints.  
required materials which are not compatible should 
be separated by appropriate barriers.  

(5) A.9c.dents usually occur because o~muluple 
[and often apparently;unrblated caiuses. IF-is ot 

enough to place reliance on one simple safety 
barrier or procedure.  

(6) Procedural control is at best a poor sub
si tute for design Ingenuity in setting up the first 
line of defense. That is to say, procedural controls 
should not be relied upon as the only, or even 
primary, safety barrierstWhenever possible inter
locks and positive mechanileal barriers should be 

*The conclusions stated are those of the author 
of this chapter and do not necessarily represent 
those of the authors of the chapters on the various 
topics.

-- --- --
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designed into the system to prevent unafo actlons.D 
Whcn such a system has been designed, procedural 
controls should then take over to ensure that the 
system is used and matntaibed correctly. In this 
sense, procedural controls also play a vital role.  
There is, of course, a point beyond which inter
locks and barriers become so burdensome as to 
tempt operator ingenuity to violate them. This also 
has happened and should be avoided.  

(7) Any solid configuration of fuel, absorber, 
or moderator should be so subdivided that the 
accidental or planned movement of any singlepieco 
will not cause an unacceptably large increase 
in reactivity.  

(8) All possible mechanical movements and 
configirations in the core -in both normal and 
conceivable abnormal conditions must be con
sidered to see whether they are potential sources 
of large positive reactivity effects. In particular 
such movements should not increase the reactivity 
in an uncontrolled or rapid manner. The planned 

-movement of any components within the core 
should be carried out so that only small portions 
of the core materials with safe incrementalworths 
can be moved at one time and then only in a 
controlled manner.  

(9) Those components of the system which 
control or strongly influence the nsertion of 
reactivity into the system or the removal of 
reactivity from the system deserve particular 
attention in design, construction, and operation.  
The close coordination and mutual understanding 
of the reactor physicist, the metallurgist, and 
the mechanical designer are essential. The nuclear 
consequences of any normal reactor operation or 
any abnormality should be such as to be easily 
controllable by the available control systems.  

/ 10) It should be impossible to withdraw by 
hamld or other means in an unpremeditated manner 
control rods, the withdrawal of which could lead 
to criticality. This can be preventedby appropriate I 
mechanical interlocks or by other design methods. J 

(11) In the United States it has becomecommon 
practice to provide a shutdown margin sufficient 
to allow for the failure of a single control rod.  
This "Stuck-Rod Criterion" may be stated that 
It should be impossible for a reactor to be made 
critical in its most disadvantageous situation with 
only a single rod fully withdrawn. Consequently, it 
should always be possible to shut down a reactor 
with one rod stuck in its outermost position. If 
it is possible that rods ormechanisms might inter
act so that several could be stuck in the out 
position, the number of rods used in the Criterion 
should be increased accordingly.  

(12) In Canada, Great Britain, andto some extent 
in the United States a "cocked-rod" rule is used.  
A control rod or rods should be cocked in the 
out position during all core changing operations 
ready to drop into the core in the event that a 
nuclear transient should result from any operation.  
In particular, the reactivity worth of the cocked 
rts)i1 1dit 'i h o If }I,11a[nr thi l1 l1 i i,,,'inoo+vitl~ o a lmtugint 

of ronotiviLy ro:ulLing frotmi onIi auld ont tiring tho 
planned operation, In some reactors such a rule 
is not possible and special care must be exercised 
during such operations as loading to ensure that 

the core is well below critical. (If the reactor:
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-Cuide to significant data contained in * 

AEC AUTHORIZWIG LtGISL i'ION-FibCAL YEAd 1968, Part 2.  

tnumbers which follow subject-heading indicate page numbers of this report) 

Poor "tuality"' assurance; defects encountered in AEC reactor components; 
P -ge i741, 7 6 78-6, 1291-1292, 1297 

Insufficient engineering standards; general rather than specific criteria: 
Pages: 74, 7 7, 75, 1290, 129 , 129" 

Instructions related to safety are not always written or followed: P...743 

Unsolved lechnical and Safety Problems:.  
(rfeactors are being built which require extrapolations on which 
technical data is not yet available, even though "major problems" 
are expected) 

Yages: b98, 882, 883, 1407, 1418 

Recent safety warnin s; (From Advisory Committee on Reactor Safeguards) 
ages: 1327 to 1330 

Nuclear reactor safety research is incomplete: (though large reactors are 
being built, and about to operate, without the advantage or the 
results of this research) 
Pages: 902-903, 906, 1377 to 1382, 1407 

Much that is known is not being applied; attitude'of tryingto"get by" 
when oroblems develop, without correcting the deficiency; 
Pages: 742, 743, 776, 76 

Severe Personnel Recruitment Problems: AEC and nuclear industry . .  
?'Page s: b97, 769, 913 

High-level radioactive wastes: Pages 855 to 858 

Waste-tank failures have reduced storage space to "critical" status: P.935-0 

Inadequate industry expenditures for safety: Pages: 754-755 

t eactor manufacturers balk at strict safety requirements:P. 7b3,768,1297-8;.  

Fuel used by nuclear power plants inferior to naval fuel: Pa,.e 769 

Choice of materials related to safety is up to reactor manufacturers:-
(inferior materials can affect safety but may be preferred 
because they are cheaper) A.z_ does not inspect valves, etc. after ..: 
Pages: 7b9, 773 fabrication: Pa 72-b2 

AEC will not force tested materials on nuclear industry: Pages 770-771 

Self-regulation of nuclear industry (with regard to some Inspectiots): 
P-ages: 766, 7-7, 7668 

AEC denial of full responsibility for public health and safety; 

Conflicting statements, Page: 1287-1288 

Hearings before Joint Committee on Atomic energy, March 14, 15, 1967 
Part 2, erice: 2,75 For sale by'Suot. of Documents, U.S. Govt. Printing uffice. WAshinzton. D.C. 20L02 .
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"'Guide to significant data contained in 
AC AUTHWOzlG LbLA'IXION-FISCAL YEAR 1968, Part 2 Page 2 

Dependence on individual worker's ability for reactor safety; 
inab±llty to get same degree of management attention (because of..  
numerous nuclear plants now .being built) as before: 

. • ag_: 768 

Inability to'"place" responsibilit: 

2_e~z: 757,T76b 

Enrico Fermi meltdown accident, October 5, l9o6: Pages: 778-779 

Iumerous technical-safety oroblems at bonus reactor in Puerto Rico: 
ages: 922,' 923  

Exolanstion of barriers to fission-product escape: Page 1361 

How accidents can lead to escaoe of radioactivity to environment;@ 
ag: 1365, 1368, 1369, 

"Mlting" can occur in less than a second: Pages: 1397 to 1399 

Uncertain nuclear plant economics: 
745 771 

Operating History of Nuclear Power ±Aeactors (through Dec.31, 1966) 
Pages: 1017-1073 (only shutdowns of five days or more are shown) 

Updating of AEC 1966reoort to Congress: (appendix 6) 
lPaes: 1074-1075 

Peach Bottom reactor shut-down three days after it started delivering 
electricity to the Philadelphia L.lectric bystem; Pase 1074) 

Civilian huclezr Electric Power Plants as of harch 15, 1967: Pg: 675 

Nuclear Reactors built, being built, or Planned in the U.S.: Page 993-998 

AEC Report on Civilian iuclear Power Program as of 3-31-67: Pages 1338-1339 

AEC Budget for Fiscal Year 1968 Appendix 1: Pages 927-949 

uReactor Development Program.--Operating costs for the reactor 
development program are estimated at 492.3 million in 1968 
compared with 1967 estimated costs of 4467.7 million and 
1966 actual costs of 0428.6 million." (Page 930) 

Admiral H. G. Rickover's advice to prosoective ourchasers of central' 
station nuclear power plants: Pages: 1493-1494 

How many utilities have even heard of this advice'Y 
How many follow Admiral Rickover's recommendations on safety assurance'l 

How well protected is the public in view of these admissions made 
part of the record of hearings held iiarch 14, 15, 1967 -- to 
poor wor1cmanship, defective, inferior materials; inadequate inspections, 
unsolved technical and 'safety problems, lack of specific en§ineering 
standards and criteria, conflicting dats on "responsibility:, etc.; i 
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